Florida Fruit Shippers Introduces New Catalog for Fall 2014

Rey Antonio October 17, 2014

Fall opens the peak of fruit season for citrus products, and Florida Fruit Shippers® is ready to introduce the new catalog for the start of the season. The new online catalog will be available October 15 and shipping begins on November 7.

(Newswire.net -- October 17, 2014) St. Petersburg, FL -- Finding fresh fruit can be difficult in some areas of the country during the fall and winter seasons, but in Florida citrus fruits are at the peak of perfection at this time. Florida Fruit Shippers® celebrates the beginning of the fall citrus season by introducing its new Fall 2014 catalog on October 15. Shipping for in-season products will begin on November 7.

The new and expanded 32-page catalog will feature all the old favorites as well as new combinations and gift styles. This catalog will feature a greater number of Florida fruit varieties than ever before, allowing customers to choose even more gift options and include new types of fruit in their gift choices. The digest-style catalog will offer customers the opportunity to browse many new and different combinations of Florida fruit gifts, baskets and specialties that bring the fresh goodness of Florida into homes and offices throughout the country.

With their new Alaska Pack, Florida Fruit Shippers®, at http://www.orangesonline.com, ships to all areas of the continental United States and east of the Rockies in Canada. Regular shipping charges are applicable to the Alaska Pack, while all other Alaska shipping incurs extra charges. The fall catalog provides a great opportunity for customers to choose holiday gifts to be shipped beginning in November or gifts for birthdays, anniversaries and other occasions throughout the year.

About Florida Fruit Shippers®: Rick Del Greco and Sue Hatton began their business in 1983 when they opened Vegetable Kingdom in Gulfport, Florida. They began shipping fresh produce to the United States and Canada, renaming the gift fruit division Florida Fruit Shippers® in 1985. Today, Florida Fruit Shippers regularly ships to locations throughout the United States and eastern Canada and offers a complete online catalog for users seeking fresh, wholesome produce.
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